Uncertainty-guided intelligent sampling strategy for high-efficiency surface measurement via free-knot B-spline regression modelling
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Abstract

Intelligent sampling can be used to influence the efficiency of surface geometry measurement. With no design model information provided, reconstruction from prior sample points with a surrogate model has to be carried out iteratively, thus the next best sample point(s) can be intelligently selected. But, a lack of accurate and fast reconstruction models hinders the development of intelligent sampling techniques. In this paper, a smart surrogate model based on free-knot B-splines is used for intelligent surface sampling design with the aid of uncertainty modelling. By implementing intelligent sampling in a Cartesian, parametric or specific error space, the proposed method can be flexibly applied to reverse engineering and geometrical tolerance inspection, especially for high-dynamic-range structured surfaces with sparse and sharply edged features. Extensive numerical experiments on simulated and real surface data are presented. The results show that this parametric model-based method can achieve the same or higher sampling efficiency as some recent non-parametric methods but with far less computing time cost.
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1. Introduction

Sampling is an essential part of all measurement processes. As shown in Figure 1, sampling decomposes real-world continuous signals into discretised data points. Numerical characterisation of the discrete data is then conducted with a computer [1, 2]. With a dense and uniform sampling scheme, discretised data are normally directly processed for parametric characterisation. If sampling points are sparse and non-uniform, reconstruction of the sample data to a uniformly dense or continuous substitute form is an essential step towards a reliable measurement [3]. Specification standard ISO 25178 and 17450 [4, 5] on surface texture and form measurement recommends that a continuous substitute surface reconstruction (e.g. a dense uniform format) is the default route for surface characterisation (see the dashed flow in Figure 1). In recent years, smart sampling designs and reconstruction have been recognised as a fundamental add-in value to the cyber-physical manufacturing-oriented “industry 4.0” evolution [6].

Uniform sampling, which is well founded on Shannon’s sampling and reconstruction theorems [7], is the most widely adopted strategy in surface measurement. However, recent non-uniform sampling theorems [8] have shown that uniform sampling is by no means a necessary condition for distortion-free reconstruction. It has been demonstrated that uniform sampling may lack efficiency when considering measurement time and data storage aspects. Intelligent sampling strategies, which aim to reduce sampling cost without loss of accuracy by smartly designing sample sizes or locations, has been demonstrated to be more efficient than uniform sampling in many applications [9-11].

Figure 1. A complete measurement pipeline in modern surface metrology. (solid arrows: the current flow; dashed arrows: the future flow)
Given a specific type of signal and a reconstruction model (e.g. a band-limited signal and sinc reconstruction kernel [8]), the sample size and the positions of sample points can be optimised using intelligent sampling strategies, hence the reconstructed substitute surface can approximate the original surface without, or with limited, error. Many intelligent sampling methods have been proposed recently and these methods can be divided into four categories, as shown in Figure 2, including sample size optimisation, sampling pattern optimisation, pre-learned sampling pattern optimisation and adaptive sampling [12-14]. In the following, a brief review of these solutions are provided. For more details, readers can refer to the latest references in [6, 15, 16].

1.1 Brief review of sampling techniques

Optimisation of the sample size [17-20] or sampling patterns [9, 21, 22] are “blind” methods with very limited intelligence. Such methods assume a stationary or homogeneous distribution of manufacturing errors over a primitive surface model. Hence, an optimised sample design usually has a fixed pattern, such as uniform grids, or Halton or Hammersley patterns. These blind sampling methods generate limited measuring efficiency improvements [13, 23, 24]. Pre-learned sampling optimisation is a relatively new and smart approach which allocates sample points according to a surface complexity analysis of a design model [25-27] or pre-acquired coarse surface data [12-14, 28, 29]. With sufficient a priori knowledge and adequate optimisation function design [12, 14, 27], pre-learned intelligent sampling can provide significant efficiency improvements for the measurement of surfaces with spatially heterogeneous characteristic distributions.

In many situations, e.g. in high-accuracy reverse engineering or customised production, a design model or pre-measurement is not feasible, so real-time adaptive sampling is often the most appropriate solution [11]. Adaptive sampling can redirect sampling effort in real time in response to prior observed topography values [13]. Adaptive sampling has been investigated for some time and many methods have been developed [11, 25, 26, 30-41]. Most of the developed methods of adaptive sampling follow a common pipeline, as shown in Figure 3, i.e. iteratively reconstruct previously-acquired data for uncertainty modelling and select next-best-points (NBPs) for adaptive sampling, until a pre-defined stopping criterion is met.

In adaptive sampling, reconstruction of measured surfaces can be conducted in different spaces, e.g. the original object space [25], parametric [40] or an error space [11, 42], which lead to different solutions with different capabilities. An original object space reconstruction allows to directly reconstruct the object surface and this is generally useful for simple 2.5-dimensional surface measurement. Parametric space reconstruction allows to measurement of any complex surfaces with 3-dimensional under-cut features. Error space reconstruction allows to continuously recover the error curve or surface of an object surface with respect to its nominal geometry. Error space reconstruction is especially effective if a normal geometry has been obtained in advance and can provides higher accuracy than general original space reconstruction [11, 42].

Adaptive sampling can be integrated with blind sample designs for enhanced performance. For example, Hammersley sampling or manufacturing signature pre-learned sampling, can be used as initial sampling strategies for adaptive sampling [43]. In some cases, adaptive sampling uses reconstruction error from a design model for NBP searching [11, 30, 37, 38]. These varied methods have been demonstrated to save sample sizes significantly, e.g. by factors of two to three times [13, 38], with relatively small reconstruction errors.

1.2 Modelling problem of intelligent sampling

An essential part of adaptive sampling is that a given method must be able to accurately learn real surface geometry with an accurate mathematical model in a specific space, e.g. the original object [25] space, parametric, or some error spaces [11]. Then, a real surface
can be approximated by the surrogate model (the real model is usually unknown) without, or with limited, reconstruction error. Recently, a Gaussian process modelling (as a generalised kriging [37, 38])-based intelligent sampling has drawn wide attentions [35, 36, 41] for their high-degree for modelling flexibility. However, these non-parametric modelling methods are designed for low-dynamic-range (LDR) homogeneous surfaces or near-homogeneous surfaces, e.g. smooth freeform surfaces and low-dynamic-range structured surfaces. Besides, non-parametric modelling currently requires unbearable high computing time costs.

B-spline or NURBS surrogate models defined with several describing parameters [25-27] are widely used to approximate the original design model, with both high accuracy and efficiency. These models can effectively represent simple and complex geometries, e.g. smooth freeform geometry. However, for surfaces with high-dynamic range (HDR) features [44] or highly sparse surfaces with varying local complexities (e.g. local spectral width) at different locations, parametric modelling can easily introduce in large modelling errors due to inaccurate model selections. Figure 4 shows an example of LDR smooth and sharply edged HDR structured surface profiles, where the smooth surface shows homogeneous signal variation everywhere, while the structured surface shows heterogeneous and sparse local bandwidth distributions at different locations.

![Figure 4. An example of smooth and sharply edged profiles.](image)

To overcome the issue of modelling accuracy and simultaneously take advantage of the efficiency of parametric modelling, a novel adaptive sampling method is proposed in this research based on free-knot B-spline (FKBS) modelling [45-48]. FKBS modelling can automatically select an adequate fitting model and adapt the model hyper-parameters, e.g. knot vectors, to complex surface behaviours. Hence, high reconstruction accuracy from a smart sampling design can be expected. Our experiments show that FKBS-modelling-based adaptive sampling has comparable or higher performance to some state-of-the-art sampling solutions with non-parametric models, e.g. Gaussian process regression or kriging [36, 41], and with less computational cost.

In the following, the proposed solution is described mathematically in part 2 with step-by-step illustrations. Five case studies and discussions are then given in part 3 by conducting the algorithm in different spaces. Part 4 presents conclusions and future work. In this work, only 2D surface profile measurement [49] is considered.

2. FKBS-based intelligent sampling

Following with the general pipeline as in Figure 3, the proposed adaptive sampling strategy is carried out in the following loops, including initial sampling, free-knot B-spline modelling, uncertainty estimation, NBP selection and subsequent iterations. For a summary view of the strategy, please forward to section 2.5.

2.1 Initial sampling and testing position initialisation

Initial sampling with a blind strategy can be uniform, Hammersley, Halton pattern or other pre-learned fixed distribution patterns [9, 13, 21]. In this study, a uniform sampling with a random phase shift was applied.

Testing points or candidate points \( \{x_n\}_{n \in N} \) are the positions to be predicted in model reconstruction. In previous research work [11, 36, 38], a dense and uniform position set with a fixed size is constructed for NBP selection. This solution is not optimal and for large datasets, it is time-consuming as well, especially in areal measurement. In our strategy, a uniform testing point set is initialised first, which is then dynamically refined in adaptive sampling iterations according to local surface complexities.

2.2 Regularised spline modelling with free knots

2.2.1 Regularised B-spline modelling

B-spline or NURBS fitting has been widely used in surface reconstruction from discrete sample points [50, 51]. For example, given a set of sample positions in \( D \)-dimensional space \( x = \{x_n \in \mathbb{R}^D\}_{n \in N} \) and corresponding measurement values \( y = \{y_n \in \mathbb{R}\}_{n \in N} \), fitting with B-splines can be expressed with the following
\[ y = f(x) = H\alpha + \epsilon, \]  

(1)

where \( H \) is a \( K \)th order (\( K = 4 \) in this work) B-spline modelling matrix, which relies on a knot position vector \( t \) and the sample position vector \( x \) and can be easily obtained by using de Boor's algorithm [50], and \( \epsilon \) is the modelling error which follows the independent multivariate normal distribution \( \epsilon \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2 I) \), with \( I \) being the identity matrix. The parameter vector \( \alpha \) is usually the 151 only variable of estimation and it can be resolved in a least-squares sense, i.e.

\[ \text{argmin}_\alpha ||y - Ha||^2 : \alpha \in \mathbb{R}^K, \]  

(2)

in which \( K \) is usually smaller than \( N \) and accounts for the dimension of modelling parameters. Then

\[ \hat{\alpha} = (H^T H)^{-1}H^T y. \]  

(3)

The least-squares spline fitting requires the Schoenberg-Whitney-condition on the knot positions [47, 52] to be met so that matrix singularity can be avoided, i.e. the banded matrix \( H^T H \) is stably invertible. However, this is difficult in practice to satisfy, especially in adaptive sampling with sparse sample distributions, or if a knot vector size is larger than the sample sizes. A regularised minimisation solution with a second order derivative smoothing term is used in this work, which makes the solution \( \hat{\alpha} \) stable, i.e.

\[ \text{argmin}_\alpha ||y - Ha||^2 + \mu ||f^r||_{L_2}^2 \]  

(4)

where \( \mu \) controls trade-off between the modelling accuracy and smoothness, \( ||f^r||_{L_2} \) is the continuous 2-norm of the \( r \)th order (\( r = 2 \) in this work) derivative function, i.e.

\[ ||f^r||_{L_2}^2 = \int_x f^r(x)^2 dx. \]  

(5)

Because the derivatives of a B-spline are a summation of lower-order B-spline basis functions, the area of a B-spline is proportional to its bounded square box area [53]. Equation (5) can be expressed as

\[ ||f^r||_{L_2}^2 = a^T S^T S a^r = a^T D^T S^T S D a, \]  

(6)

where \( D \) is coefficient transfer matrix [50] which realises the following conversion

\[ a^r = (K - r) \frac{a_j^{r-1} - a_{j+1}^{r-1}}{t_{j+k-r} - t_j}, \]  

(7)

and

\[ S = \operatorname{diag} \left( \frac{t_{j+k-r} - t_j}{k-r} \right). \]  

(8)

Thus, the curvature minimisation regularised modelling problem above can be solved in following least-squares manner

\[ \hat{\alpha} = R^T H^T y, \]  

(9)

with \( R = R^T = (H^T H + \mu D^T S^T S D)^{-1}. \)

\[ \text{argmin}_t \text{argmin}_\alpha ||y - H_t \alpha||^2 + \mu ||f^r||_{L_2}^2. \]  

(10)

Because \( t \) and \( \alpha \) are linearly separable [53], this free-knot spline modelling problem can be reduced to the optimisation problem of \( t \) only by substituting \( \alpha \) with equation (9)

\[ \text{argmin}_t ||y - H_t R^T H_t^T y||^2. \]  

(11)

However, equation (11) is a complex non-linear optimisation problem with multiple local minima. Solutions of equation (11) include local Gauss-Newton [47], Gaussian-mixture model optimisation [54], and some global genetic algorithms [55] and simulated annealing algorithms [27]. Global algorithms have been shown to be more accurate than local ones but they cost more computing time. So a compromise solution is used in this work by estimating knots in an approximate but global manner through discrete curvature analysis [45]. This simple knot estimation is found to have high computational efficiency and provide acceptable modelling
2.3 Reconstruction uncertainty analysis

In adaptive sampling, reconstruction uncertainty is usually the only clue for NBP selections. Because B-spline basis functions have a compact support over sub-sampling domains, reconstruction uncertainty usually forms peaks in under-defined areas, i.e. the area far away from existing sample points and with high-density knots placed. Therefore, a well-defined surface reconstruction can be achieved by iteratively sampling at the positions with the maximum uncertainty distributions.

Based on the fitting model in equation (1), prediction of the expected value and uncertainty (square root of variance) at a testing position \( x^* \) has the following form:

\[
\hat{y}^* = \mathbf{h}^T\hat{\mathbf{a}} = \mathbf{h}^T \mathbf{R}^T \mathbf{H}^T \mathbf{y},
\]

and

\[
U_{y^*} = \sqrt{\mathbf{h}^T \mathbf{R}^T \mathbf{H}^T \Sigma \mathbf{H} \mathbf{R} \mathbf{h}} = \sigma \sqrt{\mathbf{h}^T \mathbf{R}^T \mathbf{H}^T \mathbf{R} \mathbf{h}}
\]

where \( \mathbf{h} \) is the B-spline modelling vector at the new testing position \( x^* \), and the constant \( \sigma \) can normally be pre-set as the measurement uncertainty or estimated with cross-validation [52]. In this research, \( \sigma \) is set as 0.1 % of the signal range because an absolute uncertainty magnitude is not our concern (see section 2.4 for more details).

Figure 5a shows the reconstruction uncertainty distribution from twelve uniform sample points for a geometrically heterogeneous surface profile. This heterogeneous surface has higher local complexity in the left area than in the right. Thus, the uniform initial sampling results in the right-half area are well-defined with smaller uncertainties. The left-half area has an uncertainty with several peaks formed at the positions between some neighbouring sample points. By further adaptively allocating thirty-six dense sample points (mainly in the left area), these local uncertainty peaks were reduced in the full sampling domain, as shown in Figure 5b.

It can be observed from equation (13) that the reconstruction uncertainty is independent of sampling values \( y \) but dependent on the sampling positions \( x \). This does not seem intuitive because any surface will have the same sample design if the B-spline model knots are pre-defined. In fact, equation (13) is provided under the assumption that the model knots are provided with no uncertainty. Therefore, this theoretical uncertainty prediction may underestimate the true uncertainty value [56]. To overcome this problem, an empirical uncertainty estimation, e.g. Jack-knife uncertainty [57] is normally applied

\[
U_{y^*} = \sqrt{N - 1} \sigma (\hat{y}^*_{n=})_{n \in N},
\]

where \( \sigma \) represents the uncorrected standard deviation and \( \hat{y}^*_{n=} \) denotes the reconstruction mean value from \( N - 1 \) existing sample points, with the \( n \)-th point eliminated. In this work, the Jack-knife uncertainty was used when the design model was unknown. For more information about empirical uncertainty estimation, please refer elsewhere [37, 56].

![Figure 5. Update of sample points, testing positions (magenta dashed lines), reconstructed surfaces and uncertainties (note the scale difference) of the adaptive sampling for a fourth order B-spline heterogeneous surface profile with non-uniform interior knots at [0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4].](image)
2.4 Next-best-point (NBP) selection

Under the framework of greedy algorithms [58], by placing the NBP at the position with the highest uncertainty amplitude, the uncertainty profile or map will be reduced in the next reconstruction iteration. Figure 6a-b show that by placing the NBP at $x = 0.31$, the local reconstruction uncertainty near to the NBP shrinks to the measuring uncertainty of 0.001 μm. By further iteratively placing the second and third NBPs, the local reconstruction uncertainties shrink as presented in Figure 6c and 6d. Until a total of nine adaptive NBPs are sampled, the reconstruction uncertainties shrink to below the level of measurement uncertainty, as shown in Figure 6e.

NBP selections with the maximum uncertainty or maximum weighted uncertainty have been investigated in earlier research [37, 38], where they were respectively abbreviated as the MaxVar and MaxWVar rules:

MaxVar: $x_{NBP} = \arg \max_{x} U_{x}^{2}$.

MaxWVar: $x_{NBP}^{*} = \arg \max_{x} w_{x}^{*} U_{x}^{2}$.

For the latter rule, a commonly used weight design is the Euclidean distance to the nearest sample, i.e. $w_{x^{*}} = \min_{n \in N} d(x^{*}, x_{n})$. 

If a design model can be provided either by localisation or ordinary fitting, the NBP can be specifically designed at the positions which maximise the peak-to-valley form error, e.g. least-squares or minimum-zone flatness errors. This NBP selection rule was abbreviated as MaxInc [30, 34, 37, 38], i.e. 

$$\text{MaxInc: } x^*_{\text{NBP}} = \arg \max_{x'} \{ e(x, y, x', y') - e(x, y) \}. \quad (17)$$

If equation (17) leads to no NBP selection during a sampling iteration, a switch rule can then be applied by switching the MaxInc rule to MaxVar or MaxWVar rule. 

Previous research have demonstrated that the MaxInc to MaxWVar switch rule is especially effective for peak-to-valley form error measurement, e.g. for least-squares or minimum-zone straightness error measurement. For general geometry measurement, e.g. to minimise a root-mean-squared measurement error, MaxVar and MaxWVar rules are preferred [37, 38]. In this research, MaxWVar is used as the default NBP selection rule in this research if not specially specified. 

2.5 Adaptive iterations and strategy summary

With the the above processing loops ready, the existing adaptive sample set \( \{x_n, y_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \) can be updated with \( N = N + 1 \). Then the testing position set \( \{x^*_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \) is also refined by inserting a new testing point in the centre of previously divided spaces, which indicates the total number of testing points \( M \) is augmented by one over each iteration. With such adaptive binary-tree (or quad-tree for 2D sampling [59]) space partitioning, a sampling space can be hierarchically organised and adaptively refined.

For example, a whole sampling space is set as the root node and has two children nodes, one is the left half space and the other one is the right half space. Also, each node space can recursively have its own refined sub-space children. Figure 5a shows a uniform space partitioning with eight leaf nodes. When adaptive sampling starts, one of the leaf subspaces to which a NBP belongs is refined by two children leaf subspaces. Then, the total number of testing points increases by one after each iteration. Figure 5b shows an adaptive space partitioning result after thirty-six adaptive iterations, in which the sample points are selected as the centres of the adaptively refined subspaces.

Here, the proposed FKBS modelling-based adaptive sampling is summarised as follows:

1) Initial sampling with a blind strategy and initialising testing positions with a spatial partitioning tree;
2) FKBS modelling with the existing sample points \( \{x_n, y_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \) by estimating model parameters \( \theta_N = \{ \hat{\alpha}, \hat{\beta} \}; \)
3) Predicting uncertainty at the existing testing positions \( \{x^*_m\}_{m \in \mathbb{M}} \);
4) Selecting the NBP \( x^* \) selection and acquiring the sample value \( y^* \);
5) Updating the sample points \( \{x_n, y_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}} \) and refining the testing position \( x^*_m \) with \( N = N + 1, M = M + 1 \);
6) Repeat steps 2-5 until a stopping criterion is achieved.

Within the iterative strategy above, stopping criteria are a critical factor to the performance of adaptive sampling. Some commonly applicable criteria have been used in previous research, such as the predefined sample size [37, 38], predefined maximum reconstruction error [11, 30, 37, 60] and uncertainty [35-38]. With combined use of these stopping criteria, adaptive sampling can be effectively applied. In this work, sample size was used as the only stopping criterion to validate the performance of the proposed sampling strategy, by comparing with control group methods.

3. Experiments and discussions

3.1 Preparation of specimen and sampling conditions
A study of the proposed adaptive sampling strategy step by step on a heterogeneous surface profile has been given in section 2, in which case the surface model parameter $t$ was pre-defined and only the theoretical uncertainty was used. In this section, the proposed sampling strategy is tested using an empirical uncertainty analysis by not providing any prior information.

Engineered surfaces can be generally classified into random and deterministic surfaces [1]. The former can be widely found in the natural surface texture of general machining processes, which usually have homogeneous behaviour. Uniform or blind sampling strategies [8, 9] work effectively for this type of surface. Deterministic surfaces have designed shapes such as MEMS and diverse structured or freeform surfaces. These advanced surfaces normally have sharply edged features or HDR properties [1, 44].

![Figure 7. Five typical surface profiles to be tested.](image)

In this experiment, a range of surface examples, including three simulated profiles with respectively smooth, heterogeneously smooth and sharply edged geometries, a measured roundness profile and a measured sharp-edge enclosed freeform profile (see Figure 7) are chosen for verification. The simulated smooth profile is a randomly generated uniform knot spline space curve. The simulated heterogeneously smooth profile is the one analysed in section 2. The simulated sharply edged profile is a composition of a step signal and parabolic base form. The roundness profile data in Figure 7b comes from reference [11], which has also been investigated by other researchers for peak-to-valley form error evaluation [37, 38]. The sharp-edge enclosed freeform profile, shown in Figure 7c, comes from an aero-engine turbine blade and was measured with laser triangulation [51, 61].

Sampling experiments with different strategies and sample sizes were then applied in which uniform, jittered uniform (JU) [13] and the recently highlighted kriging modelling-based adaptive sampling [36-38] were used as the references. Sample sizes varied from 14, 27, 54, 100 until 200 among which, the size 27 was specially tested to compare with the method in reference [11], while other sample points were compared with the other studies as in references [37, 60]. The default NBP selection rule used in this experiment is MaxWVar.

For sampling performance verification, root-mean-squared (RMS) and peak-to-valley (PV) reconstruction errors (RMSE and PVE) [13] are used as the performance metrics, i.e.

$$\varepsilon_{\text{RMS}} = \frac{\sum (\hat{y}_n - \bar{y}_n)^2}{n}, \text{ with } n \in N,$$

$$\varepsilon_{\text{PV}} = p_z(\hat{y}_n),$$

where $\hat{y}$ and $\bar{y}$ are respectively the reconstruction model and the design model in a specific space and $p_z$ represents the extreme height difference between the highest peak and the lowest valley [4]. The RMS error is analysed for the first three cases and the last freeform case, while the PV error is analysed for the fourth roundness case to compare with the results in reference [11]. Normalised RMSE and PV errors are also used in the statistical analysis for a unified performance comparison between different cases, i.e.

$$\varepsilon_{\text{RMS}}% = \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{RMS}}}{p_z(\hat{y}_n)} \times 100\%, \text{ with } n \in N,$$

$$\varepsilon_{\text{PV}}% = \frac{|p_z(\hat{y}_n) - p_z(\bar{y}_n)|}{p_z(\bar{y}_n)} \times 100\%, \text{ with } n \in N.$$
3.2 Typical sampling results

3.2.1 Smooth surface profile

Some typical sampling results are presented here. For the smooth profile from a uniform knot spline space, the developed FKBS adaptive sampling presented unstable results when 27 sample points (SPs) were applied, but quickly converged to a stable reconstruction curve when 54 or more SPs were used. In Figure 8, a 27 SP-based sampling-reconstruction curve has an RMS error of 0.128 μm. When the sample size was doubled to 54, the sampling reconstruction RMSE quickly degenerated to only 5% of the previous value, i.e. 0.002 μm.

![Figure 8. Typical FKBS adaptive sampling designs for the smooth profile.](image)

Because the selected smooth profile has homogeneous surface complexities over the abscissa, the resulting adaptive sample points exhibited a near-uniform distribution. The reconstruction errors of the control groups are listed in Table 1, from which it can be found that the performance of the FKBS adaptive sampling is similar to that of the uniform methods with sample size 27 but outperforms the conventional methods with sample size 54. However, the FKBS sampling performed no better than the kriging-based adaptive method for this smooth surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample sizes</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Jittered uniform</th>
<th>Kriging Adaptive</th>
<th>FKBS Adaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. RMSEs of different sampling methods on the smooth profile in micrometres.

3.2.2 Heterogeneously smooth surface profile

A typical sampling design of the proposed FKBS adaptive sampling for the heterogeneous profile is plotted in Figure 9. Because this heterogeneous profile has higher local complexity in the left area, the FKBS sampling method intelligently found this under-defined area and allocated denser sample points there. With the sample size changing from 27 to 54, the FKBS sampling provided a significant accuracy improvement by reducing the reconstruction RMSE to 10% of the previous value. Simultaneously, the blind uniform methods reduced the reconstruction errors to about one-fourth of the previous values (see Table 2). From Table 2, it can be seen that the proposed FKBS sampling method outperformed all other tested methods in sample size 27 and 54, including the state-of-the-art kriging-based adaptive sampling [35-38].
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(a) with 27 SPs

(b) with 54 SPs

Figure 9. Typical FKBS adaptive sampling designs for the heterogeneous profile.

Table 2. RMSEs of different sampling methods for the heterogeneous profile in micrometres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample sizes</th>
<th>Uniform sample</th>
<th>Jittered uniform</th>
<th>Kriging Adaptive</th>
<th>FKBS Adaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 Structured surface profile with sharp edges

The most difficult case for intelligent sampling design is a structured surface with sharp edges. The simulated structured surface profile in this study has smooth and stationary behaviour over the sampling domain but with four break points at \([0.125, 0.375, 0.625, 0.875]\). These break points have high local slope and curvatures. Most current sampling strategies failed to deal with these step-like surfaces, though some artificial neural network models [62] are in development for this highly nonlinear problem.

Typical sampling designs and reconstruction curves are presented in Figure 10, with the FKBS adaptive sampling strategy. The FKBS method presented favourable adapting behaviour across the high local spatial frequency areas by allocating dense sample points around the break point positions and reconstructing with limited oscillation. With other intelligent strategies, such as the kriging method, a 54 SPs design is presented in Figure 11a. Although the kriging adaptive method [35-38] also allocated dense SPs around the break points, the reconstruction showed prediction bias to a zero-mean line at positions with sparse SPs. Adaptive sampling in [11] is another spline modelling-based method with spline knots equal to sample positions, hence sample points were exactly interpolated. Unfortunately, this method [8] produced obvious oscillations around the break points (see Figure 11b).

Table 3 summarises the performance of the proposed method with the control groups. It can be observed that the conventional uniform methods presented little accuracy improvement by increasing SPs from 27 to 54. Simultaneously, the kriging-based method presented a small improvement. The FKBS method demonstrated an evident accuracy improvement by reducing the reconstruction error to one-fourth of the previous value.
(b) with 54 SPs

Figure 10. Typical FKBS adaptive sampling designs for the shapely edged profile.

(a) with kriging-based adaptive sampling

Figure 11. Sampling and reconstruction results with 54 SPs kriging-based adaptive method (a) and adaptive method [8] (b).

Table 3. RMSEs of different sampling methods for the sharply edged profile in micrometres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample sizes</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Jittered uniform</th>
<th>Kriging Adaptive</th>
<th>FKBS Adaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Real roundness surface profile

The roundness surface profile comes from a machined cylindrical shaft which involves a composition of large-scale form error and small-scale texture. The texture amplitude is about one-tenth of the form error and presents a homogeneous distribution over the sampling domain. However, the large-scale form has some sharp changes at four rotational positions (see Figure 7b). Previous research [37, 38] focused on the inspection of the PV form error in which kriging adaptive methods were demonstrated to significantly save the sample size by up to 50% with the MaxInc-MaxWVar NBP selection rule, compared to the method in reference [8].

Table 4. Normalised PVEs of different sampling methods on the roundness case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample sizes</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Jittered uniform</th>
<th>Kriging adaptive</th>
<th>FKBS Adaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>53.4%</td>
<td>41.6%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>38.7%</td>
<td>46.3%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. RMSEs of different sampling methods on the roundness case in micrometres.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample sizes</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Jittered uniform</th>
<th>Kriging Adaptive</th>
<th>FKBS Adaptive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.285</td>
<td>2.042</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.003</td>
<td>1.715</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>2.193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With the MaxtInc-MaxWVar switch NBP selection rule for both kriging and FKBS adaptive sampling, a PVE evaluation test was carried out and the results are shown in Table 4. The corresponding RMSEs of each test are listed in Table 5. A typical sampling reconstruction result of the FKBS adaptive method under the switch rule is also presented in Figure 12, in which it can be found that the proposed method can stably find the highest surface peak.

In this presented case, the FKBS sampling showed higher PVE evaluation accuracy than the kriging and conventional uniform methods, but exhibited no significantly higher performance for RMSE evaluation. One reason behind this could be the high amplitude texture, which results to over-fitting with the proposed FKBS reconstruction method. It was also found that the adaptive sampling strategies are sensitive to the initial sampling conditions. Therefore, a statistical analysis needs to be carried out which is presented in section 3.3.

### 3.2.5 Real freeform surface profile

The freeform surface profile has re-entrant 2D geometry. Its coordinate point cloud needs to be mapped to a parametric space [63], hence the profile can be described as a parametric spline part plus a single-value error function part, i.e.

$$ p \rightarrow r: p = p(u) + r(u)n(u), $$

where $p(u)$ is an approximated spline model by extending equation (1) to a 2D space, i.e. $p(u) = [x(u), y(u)]^T = [h_x(u), h_y(u)]^T \alpha, n(u)$ is the normalised normal vector, and $r(u)$ is the separated residual error curve for adaptive sampling. In other words, the sampling experiment was carried out in a parametric space.

In this study, the approximated parametric model was manually constructed with a NURBS CAD toolbox. Then the residuals $r(u)$ of the measured profile were extracted as the black curve in Figure 13, in which the abscissa has been normalised. This real freeform profile has smooth form geometry over the majority of the sampling space but a local peak around the leading edge. With the proposed adaptive sampling, the freeform profile was reconstructed with limited reconstruction error (see Table 6). In particular, the proposed method could stably find the small peak as shown in Figure 13b near the leading edge with 54 sample points, by using the MaxtInc-MaxWVar switch NBP selection rule.
Figure 13. Typical FKBS adaptive sampling designs for the parameterised freeform profile.

![Figure 13. Typical FKBS adaptive sampling designs for the parameterised freeform profile.](image)

(a) with 27 SPs (MaxWVar)

(b) with 54 SPs (MaxInc-MaxWVar switch)

Figure 14. Reconstruction of the source freeform profile from the parametric space back to the original object space.

![Figure 14. Reconstruction of the source freeform profile from the parametric space back to the original object space.](image)

In Figure 14, we plot a reconstruction of the sampling results back to the original object space in which, the proposed adaptive sampling showed more exact reconstruction performance at the edge position of the turbine blade.

3.3 Statistical verification

3.3.1 Sampling accuracy

Adaptive sampling is widely known to be sensitive to initial conditions, e.g. the initial sample size and positions. A statistical verification of sampling performance is normally necessary. In this study, an initial sampling was conducted by randomly collecting five jittered uniform sample points from each dense data. Then, twenty repetitive experiments were run for each method and each sample size. To achieve the comparability among different cases, normalised RMS errors in equation (20), or PV errors for the roundness case in equation (21), were analysed.

In Figure 15, the statistical test results on the five typical surface examples are presented. It can be observed that the proposed FKBS-based adaptive sampling has higher flexibility and reconstruction accuracy for different types of ideal surfaces for the first three cases. For the last two real surface cases, the proposed sampling also exhibits similar or better performance in the PV or RMS form error comparison.
(a) For the smooth profile

(b) For the heterogeneously smooth profile

(c) For the sharp-edge structured profile

(d) For the real roundness profile

(e) For the real freeform profile

Figure 15. Statistics of the reconstruction errors for the measurement of different specimen with different sampling strategies and sizes (y-axis in log-scale).

It should be noted that when noise is present in the real cases, the proposed sampling and corresponding reconstruction method may over-fit the noise when the sample size increased to two-hundred (see Figure 15e). In this situation, conventional uniform sampling methods performed better than the proposed method and the kriging-based adaptive sampling methods. Figure 16a presents such an
unexpected example of over-fitting, in which the reconstruction curve passes through the sample points but oscillations are also produced. To avoid over-fitting, a simple solution is to either use a small number of sample points or provide a larger number of knot points in the modelling process. Figure 16b presents a good example with no over-fitting and oscillation by pre-setting the number of knots to two hundred.

Figure 16. An example of over-fitting with the proposed sampling and reconstruction methods with one-hundred sample points.

3.3.2 Computing time

The recently highlighted kriging-based adaptive sampling has shown good performance in terms of reducing the number of sample points. However, a barrier exists in practical application of this method as it is computationally expensive [38]. In contrast, during the five typical sampling test cases above, the proposed spline regression-based sampling method showed significant computing time reduction of at least one order of magnitude compared to that from the kriging-based methods. A statistic of the computing time is listed in Figure 17. These experimental data are obtained using MATLAB in a normal computer with 2.4GHz Intel I5 CPU.

When the sample size was pre-set to two hundred, the kriging-based method takes about 100 s for a full test. In contrast, the proposed method takes about 200 ms. This indicates that the proposed method can be efficiently applied in practical measurement with limited delay between two successive sampling actions.

Figure 17. The computation time spent under different sampling conditions (ordinates in log-scale).

4. Conclusions and future work

In this research, an uncertainty analysis-guided adaptive sampling method based on free-knot B-spline modelling is proposed. This proposed method has been tested on three simulated surfaces and two measured surface profiles. By comparing with recently kriging-based adaptive sampling and conventional uniform methods, FKBS modelling-based adaptive sampling show similar or better performance for general low-dynamic-range smooth surface profile measurement (see case studies 1, 2 and 4). For high-dynamic-
range surface profiles with sharp edges (see case studies 3 and 5), FKBS strategies can significantly outperform conventional uniform methods and the recently popularised kriging-based methods.

Regarding to computational cost, the proposed adaptive sampling shows significant computing time reduction from that of kriging-based methods. Our typical computing time in 200 ms with MATLAB can be well expected in practical measurement applications.

Intelligent sampling research with parametric models for high-dynamic-range or sparse surfaces is still in its early stage of development. A very important future work is to extend the 2D sampling method to 3D cases for areal surface measurement. In this case, the computational complexity may increase in a squared sense with tensor-product methods and unpredictable behaviour may be caused by inconsistent 2D border regions. Therefore, we need advanced 2D spline models with sparse structure support for flexible surface modelling. Some typical sparse 2D B-spline models include multi-level B-splines, T-splines and a recently-developed locally-refined B-splines [59]. With these advanced mathematical models, we can expect the advent of 3D surface measurement-oriented adaptive sampling algorithms in soon, with both small computing cost and high modelling flexibility for high-dynamic-range and sparse surfaces.
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